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Current

Status

The level of seismicity decreased markedly
in late D e c e m b e r but d o m e growth has con
tinued through early January 2005. In compar
ison to lavas of the 1980-1986 dome, 2004
d o m e samples are relatively low-temperature
(850°C), high-silica (65% S i 0 ) , volatile-poor,
and crystal-rich dacite with textures indicative
of a multistage ascent history that culminated
with extrusion of a highly viscous and gaspoor magma. The volcano appears to b e in a
steady state condition in which magma reach
es the surface through an open conduit. Previ
ous d o m e growth episodes at MSH have
persisted for decades, punctuated by small-tomoderate explosive activity. CVO and PNSN
continue to monitor the situation and to
disseminate information about the eruption
and associated hazards.
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Fig. 2. Oblique aerial photographs
from near the northeast crater rim looking
southwestward.
Numbers 1-6 mark the same features in each image, (a) The 1980-1986
lava dome, with a
volume of approximately
75 x 10 m , is surrounded on all but its north side (beyond the field
of view to the right) by intercalated
glacier ice and rockfall talus with a maximum
vertical
thickness of -240 m above the 1980 crater floor. The area known as Opus formed during a
dome-building
episode in May 1985. The dark gray feature left of Opus is superglacial
rockfall
debris from the south crater wall, (b) This steam and ash eruption at 1213 LTon 1 October
was the first of several that occurred in early October. A welt began to form on the crater floor
south of Opus several days earlier, as evidenced by fractured glacier ice and rockfall debris, (c)
The welt had grown considerably
to the south and west by 14 October, and a lava spine
began
to emerge, (d) By late November, the 2004 welt and dome had encroached
on the crater wall
to the east, south, and west, and the feature continued to grow at an average rate of several
cubic meters per second. USGS photos by S. Schilling (Figure la),J.Pallister
(Figure lb), WE.
Scott (Figure 1c), and D. Dzurisin (Figure Id). Original color image appears at back of this
volume.
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Details of the eruption c a n b e found at
http://www.usgs.gov and http://www.pnsn.org.
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Remaining hazards are those posed by vol
c a n i c ashfall in populated areas and by sus
pended ash to aircraft flying downwind from
the eruption site. CVO immediately notifies
the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration, the
U.S. National O c e a n i c and Atmospheric

Administration, and the Washington State
Emergency Management Division of any
event at the volcano that could pose such
threats, and appropriate warnings are issued
through a global network of Volcanic Ash
Advisory Centers.

Where Rivers and Oceans Collide
PAGES 2 5 , 3 2
Fluvial sediment fills the coastal o c e a n , and
sea level rise floods river valleys.This epic bat
tle of terrestrial and marine processes occurs
along all shorelines, and the complexities are
especially well revealed in the Gulf of Papua,
a foreland basin on the southern coast of
New Guinea.Two hundred to four hundred
million tons of sediment are supplied e a c h
year by the Fly and other rivers to a continen
tal shelf that has b e e n dissected by ancestors
of these same rivers.The new sediment builds
a large depositional feature known as a clinoform, which grows seaward and buries the
record of earlier environments.
B Y J. S . CROCKETT, C . A . NITTROUER, A . S . OGSTON,
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Research in the Gulf of Papua is document
ing the temporal and spatial variability of this
sedimentation, d o n e in part through the delin
eation of old river valleys and smaller channels
in various stages of burial. A significant discov
ery has b e e n valleys with only minor fill (Fig
ure 1), which reveal much of their terrestrial
geometry and provide evidence regarding the
history of their formation.This, in turn, holds
the potential to tell us about late Pleistocene
and Holocene rivers, sea level rise, tectonic
deformation, and the transformation of a land
surface into a seafloor.
The Source-to-Sink segment of the U.S. National
S c i e n c e Foundation's MARGINS program
investigates sediment dispersal systems extend
ing from mountain tops to deep seafloors.
New Guinea was chosen as a study site because
the mechanisms of sedimentation (e.g., erosion,
transport, and accumulation) o c c u r intensely
and create strong signals that are easily identi
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fied. Collaborative studies extend from the
terrestrial drainage basin of the Fly River to
the continental rise in the Coral Sea, located
between Australia and the island of New
Guinea.
This article describes recent observations
made on the continental shelf where the
Fly and other rivers meet the o c e a n today. Two
years of intense fieldwork ended in 2004, and
although complete analysis of samples and
data will require several years, the initial
results reveal the great potential of the sourceto-sink approach, for example, for investigating
the complexities associated with marine
sedimentation burying old land surfaces.
Here we focus on river valleys and channels.

The Gulf of Papua
Heterogeneous

and
Sedimentation

Previous studies have described sedimenta
tion in the Gulf [Harris et al., 1996; Walsh et
al, 2 0 0 4 ] , and recognized the presence of
antecedent topography being buried by
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coalesce and the greatest accumulation occurs
in the central Gulf. Mesotidal conditions char
acterize the study area (maximum tidal range
4 - 5 m ) as do seasonal changes from trade
wind (May-September) to monsoon ( D e c e m 
ber-March) conditions. Decadal El Nino and
longer-term climatic events also are known to
have dramatic impacts on sediment supply
from the wet-tropical river basins in New
Guinea.Therefore, temporal and spatial vari
ability leads to heterogeneous sedimentation on
the clinoform environments of the inner shelf.
Farther seaward, subaerial erosion during
the last low stand of sea level has created an
irregular topography (Figure 2a) with linear
depressions (river valleys and channels) and
residual plateaus (termed "mesas" by Harris et
al. [ 1 9 9 6 ] ) . As bottomset and foreset deposits
build seaward over this irregular relief, sedimen
tation is heterogeneous on deeper portions of
the shelf as well.
Filling of old river channels and valleys is
volumetrically a small portion of sedimenta
tion in the Gulf, but it dramatically shows the
transformation from a land surface to a seafloor.
Such processes have occurred on all continental
shelves around the world.The Gulf of Papua
provides a unique opportunity to investigate
the various stages of filling, as well as the
responsible processes.
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Fig. 1. Kiwai Valley is steep-sided
and meandering
and is located on the continental shelf in the
Gulf of Papua (see shaded box on base map). Despite a large sediment supply from the Fly Riv
er, the valley has retained a well-defined
morphology
that lends insight to the processes
of
formation and evolution of these ancient river valleys. The maximum relief is -50 m. Box A
shows secondary
drainage ravines that formed after the creation of the valley. Box B shows a
steep scarp on the western side that may have been formed by a failure. Material from the fail
ure appears to have traveled across the valley and been deposited
on the eastern side. Original
color image appears at back of this volume.
clinoform progradation. Subaqueous clinoforms
have a universal morphology found where
sediments accumulate in dynamic bodies of
water. Gently dipping topset strata merge sea
ward with steeply dipping foreset strata, which
bury thin bottomset deposits and the shelf
surface (i.e., old land surface modified by sea
level rise).
In the c a s e of deltaic clinoforms on conti
nental shelves, tidal currents and surface
waves export fluvial sediment from the topset
and result in high accumulation rates on the
foreset regions. Such features have b e e n
observed where significant amounts of sedi
ment are supplied by rivers (e.g., the Amazon,
Ganges-Brahmaputra, and Huanghe). Although
o c e a n i c processes typically modify variability
in fluvial input and create a continuous clino
form deposit that marches seaward, the sedi
mentation is neither steady nor uniform.

However, until now the heterogeneity of sed
imentary processes and products has b e e n
difficult to define.The Source-to-Sink program
has focused research on investigating o c e a n i c
processes and subsurface stratigraphy, such
that the temporal and spatial variability of
clinoform sedimentation can be unraveled.
Modern sediment supply to the Gulf of Papua
c o m e s from a number of substantial rivers
(e.g., the Purari,and Kikori),and the Fly River
is the largest supplier, with an annual load of
about 100 million tons. Considering the variety
of individual rivers supplying the topset region
(< 30 m depth), it is not surprising that sedimen
tation may vary depending on proximity to a
river mouth.
Clockwise circulation in the western Gulf
generally transports Fly sediment northeast
ward, and initial observations suggest that far
ther seaward on the foreset, transport pathways

of Old River

Valleys

Chirp and multi-electrode sparker data show
that the midshelf region has an uneven, rela
tively hard acoustic surface underlain by gen
erally subparallel reflectors (Figure 2). Piston
cores were collected from these strata for
future dating, and it is suspected that the
reflectors represent topset strata from earlier
clinoform progradation during the Pleistocene
(probably deposited during Stage 3 ) . T h e
uneven surface suggests an erosional landscape
formed by meandering coastal rivers when
sea level was lower during the Last Glacial
Maximum (LGM), roughly 2 0 - 3 5 kyr B.P
The central Gulf midshelf region, northeast
of the Fly River mouth, is characterized by six
major valleys ranging in width from 10 to 15
km, cut into the subparallel strata and separat
ed from o n e another by "mesas" that stand
10-20 m higher than the valleys (Figure 2 a ) .
The mesas dip gently to the north, which
probably reflects regional subsidence.The val
leys are overlain by several meters of acousti
cally transparent sediment, which cores indicate
is soft mud, presumably transported from shal
lower depths. Landward, the surface relief
b e c o m e s muted by the seaward progradation
of the modern clinoform.
Three shelf valleys near the Fly River mouth
are narrower (hundreds of meters to a few
kilometers) and cut deeper ( 3 0 - 5 0 m) into
the subparallel strata (Figure 2b). Similar val
leys, although completely filled by sediment,
are seen in the central Gulf to the northeast.
Chirp profiles show 2 - 1 0 m of acoustically
transparent sediment covering the inter-valley
highs, and up to tens of meters of semi-trans
parent fill within the valleys themselves. S o m e
profiles have indications of subtle, faint internal
reflectors, but for the most part the fill
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part of the LGM as a lake. The great vertical
relief of the valley ( 3 0 - 5 0 m ) suggests that
erosional processes, although short in duration,
were intense, perhaps related to catastrophic
diversion of the river path.
Other features demonstrate life after birth
for the valley. Short ravines c a n b e seen along
the margins of the valley (Figure 1, b o x A ) ,
formed after creation of the valley. A steep
scarp c a n b e seen along the central bend
(Figure l , b o x B).This appears to have b e e n
formed by a failure, with the displaced sedi
ment moving across the valley floor and run
ning up the opposite side. In addition, a tributary
enters from the west side (southwest c o r n e r
of b o x B ) .
The rugged topography of Kiwai Valley shows
that relatively little modern sediment has
reached it from the Fly River. Studies of sedi
ment transport suggest that most of the Fly
discharge remains nearshore and moves
northeastward to form the prograding clino
form. Clinoform development in the southwest
ern part of the shelf is relatively limited, but
the feature has prograded to fill landward por
tions of Kiwai Valley Sediment-transport and
coring studies at the landward end of Kiwai
Valley suggest that gravity-driven flows may
play a significant role, at least in the early
stages of valley filling. Cores taken from the
toe of the sediment wedge, where the clino
form is filling the valley reveal sedimentary
packages ( 5 - 1 0 c m thick) that have erosional
bases and upward fining indicative of deposi
tion by gravity flows.

Fig. 2. (a) Chirp seismic profile in the Gulf of Papua (location shown in Figure 1) illustrating the
dominant morphology
observed on the middle and outer continental shelf. Large
high-standing
features ("mesas")
have subparallel reflectors truncated at their margins. Incision and
down-cut
ting of the intervening valleys occurred during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), when sea level
was significantly lower than present (-125 m lower). The valleys are kilometers in width and
filled by acoustically transparent to weakly stratified sediment, similar to Kiwai Valley. The amount
of fill becomes progressively greater in valleys toward the central portion of the Gulf, (b) Chirp
seismic profile across Kiwai Valley. Despite its location in front of the Fly River mouth, Kiwai Valley
has received relatively little fill because most Fly sediment is transported northeastward
toward
the central Gulf. The observed sediment fill has low acoustic reflectivity, suggesting weak
downvalley flows and further indicating that Kiwai Valley is not a major conduit for across-sheIf
sedi
ment transport. The smaller "infilled channel"also
shown is typical of numerous other valleys and
channels apparently formed before the LGM, whose fill is better stratified than Kiwai Valley.

appears acoustically transparent, similar to
the valley fill northeast in the Gulf. Several
profiles show that locally the middle of Kiwai
Valley contains up to 40 m of sediment, whereas
on either side the valley has only about 10 m
(Figure 2 b ) . Farther seaward, relief in the val
leys b e c o m e s more pronounced, reflecting
the lack of modern fill.

Kiwai

Valley

Kiwai Valley, as documented by multi-beam
swath mapping (Figure 1),shows little evidence
of reworking by waves and tidal currents dur
ing sea level rise.The pristine condition could
b e attributed to a period of punctuated rise
[e.g.,Liu etal, 2004] when coastal processes
rapidly swept across this portion of the conti
nental shelf, limiting the modification of valley

morphology. The walls of Kiwai Valley are
steep, > 45° in many places and nearly vertical
in others. As was mentioned, the relief between
the valley floor and the old land surface (and
present shelf surface) c a n reach 50 m.
S o m e of the most intriguing questions raised
by the detailed documentation of Kiwai Valley
relate to its origin. Presumably it represents a
path of the ancient Fly for s o m e portion of
the LGM.The valley meanders and has a sinu
osity similar to the lower reach of the modern
Fly River. Seismic studies indicate that Kiwai
Valley cuts into older marine deposits, and its
path is likely dependent on the erodibility of
the underlying bedrock.The lower reach of the
modern Fly is also entrenched into bedrock.
The narrow width of the depression (several
kilometers) suggests that Kiwai Valley was not
active for a long period. It may have spent

The profile of Kiwai Valley does not deepen
consistently with increasing distance down
stream. At the seaward end of the valley shown
in Figure 1, the thalweg rises and bifurcates,
creating a morphology similar to the modern
Fly delta. A possible explanation is that sea
level stillstand kept the shoreline in this vicinity
for a prolonged period. Subsequently, as was
mentioned above, rapid s e a level rise might
have preserved much of the valley morphology
Kiwai Valley is o n e end-member in the spec
trum of valleys observed on the continental
shelf in the Gulf of Papua.Two other valleys at
similar water depths and distances from shore
have b e e n documented northeast of Kiwai
Valley but near the Fly River mouth.These val
leys (Umuda and Purutu) have different mor
phologies (i.e., they are not incised as deeply
and their walls are not as steep) and have
experienced more filling due to modern sedi
mentation.
However, they likely represent paths of the
ancient Fly during other portions of the LGM
and, together with the completely filled valleys
found farther northeastward, c a n reveal more
about Late Pleistocene and H o l o c e n e rivers,
sea level rise, tectonic deformation, and the
transformation of a land surface into a seafloor.
Analyses during the next several years will pro
vide many more details and resolve much of
the uncertainty remaining at this time.
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Forcing of Polar Motion in
the Chandler Frequency
Band: An Opportunity
to Evaluate Interannual
Climate Variations
PAGE 2 6

The Earth rotates about its axis o n c e per day
but does not do so uniformly.The length of
the day changes by as much as a millisecond
from day to day and the Earth wobbles as it
rotates.That the Earth should wobble was pre
dicted by the Swiss mathematician Leonhard
Euler in 1765, but it was not until 1891 that
the wobbling motion of the Earth was detected
by the American astronomer Seth Carlo Chan
dler, Jr. In fact, Chandler observed that the
Earth has two distinct wobbles, o n e with an
annual period and the other with a 14-month
period.The annual wobble is a forced motion
of the Earth caused by seasonal variations in
the atmosphere, o c e a n s , and hydrosphere.
The 14-month wobble, now known as the
Chandler wobble, is a resonant, free oscillation
of the rotating Earth that exists b e c a u s e the
Earth is not rotating about its figure axis. Dissi
pation processes associated mainly with the
wobble-induced deformation of the solid
Earth cause the Chandler wobble to freely
decay on a timescale of about 3 0 - 1 0 0 years.
Over the last century the amplitude of the
Chandler wobble has b e e n observed to o c c a 
sionally increase; therefore, o n e or more
mechanisms must b e acting to excite it.
Since its discovery, the excitation of the
Chandler wobble has b e e n an intriguing sci
entific problem that has stimulated research
in various geophysical and geodetic fields.
Nevertheless, the actual mechanism in the
Earth system that is most responsible for

sustaining the Chandler wobble is still under
investigation.
In principle, the Chandler wobble c a n b e
excited by changes in the moment of inertia
of the solid Earth (e.g., through earthquakes
[see Mansinha and Smylie, 1970; Chao and
Gross, 1987],or through surface loading [see
Chao et al, 1987; Kuehne and Wilson, 1991]),
or by angular momentum e x c h a n g e with the
atmosphere, oceans, and core ( s e e Gross
[2005] and Liao [2005] for reviews). Recently,
air pressure [Plag, 1997],tropospheric winds
[Aoyama and Naito, 2001 ], and ocean-bottom
pressure variations [Gross, 2000] have b e e n
independently proposed as major contribu
tions to the excitation of the Chandler wobble.
A 14- to 16-month oscillation (FSO) in the
atmosphere-ocean system has also b e e n pro
posed as a candidate mechanism that could
force a wobble having a frequency close to
that of the Chandler resonance [Plag, 1997;
Aoyama et al., 2 0 0 3 ] .
Outstanding problems concerning the exci
tation of the Chandler wobble were recently
discussed at a workshop held in Luxembourg,
2 1 - 2 3 April 2004.The workshop discussions
concentrated on several key issues:
• the quality and interpretation of observa
tions of the Earth's rotation with particular
emphasis on determining the observed Chan
dler excitation from wobble observations;
• t h e consistency and completeness of esti
mates of atmospheric and o c e a n i c angular
momentum and the models from which they
are derived;
• the theoretical approaches being used to
model the dynamics of the Earth's rotation,
with particular focus on the period and damp
ing of the Chandler wobble.
While the theory of the Earth's rotation is
well developed, certain long-period approxi
mations have typically b e e n made in its deri
vation, such as assuming that the oceans wobble
with the solid Earth and exhibit an equilibrium
pole tide.Thus, while the theory c a n b e a c c u 
rately used to study the annual and Chandler
wobbles, it may need revision when applied
to wobbles having periods of a few days or less.
In addition, the model of the Earth itself in
terms of its structure, rheology and coupling
at internal boundaries is rather simplistic, and
the theory as numerically implemented is lin
earized. Nevertheless, uncertainties due to
model deficiencies and simplifications of the
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theory are expected to b e small, especially at
the Chandler period [ Wahr, 2 0 0 5 ] , except for
a potentially larger effect due to unaccounted
core-mantle coupling [Dickman, 2 0 0 3 ] .
Likewise, present-day Earth rotation observa
tions are of high quality, and discrepancies
between predictions and observations cannot
b e attributed to uncertainties in the observa
tions. However, it is noted here that the separa
tion of the Chandler wobble is still an issue
under discussion [Vondrdk and Ron, 2 0 0 5 ] .
The strong seasonal variations in atmospheric,
oceanic, and hydrospheric processes excite a
large annual wobble whose prograde compo
nent is made even larger by its close proximity
in frequency to the 14-month Chandler reso
nance. While not in perfect agreement, predic
tions of the annual wobble based on models
of the forcing are in reasonably good agree
ment with the observations.
Although much smaller than at seasonal fre
quencies, variations in atmospheric, oceanic,
and hydrospheric processes also o c c u r in the
Chandler frequency band and thus can excite
the Chandler wobble. While there is consider
able evidence that the combination of such
processes fully a c c o u n t s for the Chandler
excitation, there is uncertainty about the rela
tive contribution of wind and o c e a n circula
tion on the o n e hand and pressure forcing
due to atmospheric, hydrospheric, and oceanic
loading on the other hand [Brzezinski, 2 0 0 5 ] .
This uncertainty is due to inadequate obser
vations and models of relevant atmospheric,
oceanic, and hydrospheric parameters such as
the wind field. For example, different atmos
pheric models, and different methods of com
puting the angular momentum from the
modeled wind fields, yield different estimates
for the contribution of atmospheric winds to
the Chandler wobble excitation [Aoyama, 2005].
Moreover, estimates of o c e a n i c and hydro
spheric excitation of the Chandler wobble
derived from models that are forced with
atmospheric fields will b e inaccurate because,
at a minimum, the forcing fields are inaccurate.
Nevertheless, including the modeled o c e a n i c
excitation improves the agreement between
predictions and observations [Gross et al, 2003].
Consequently a key to improved understanding
of the excitation of the Chandler wobble lies
in the improvement of the forcing models,
which will also imply improved knowledge of
the Chandler period and damping, and h e n c e
of the dissipation mechanisms causing the
damping [Wilson and
Chen,2005].
Studies of the Earth's wobbles will continue
to contribute to the validation of observational
data sets as well as atmospheric, oceanic, and
hydrospheric models. Earth rotation studies
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Fig. 1. Kiwai Valley is steep-sided and meandering
and is located on the continental
shelf in
the Gulf of Papua (see shaded box on base map). Despite a large sediment supply from the
Fly River, the valley has retained a well-defined
morphology
that lends insight to the
processes
of formation and evolution of these ancient river valleys. The maximum relief is -50 m. Box A
shows secondary drainage ravines that formed after the creation of the valley. Box B shows a
steep scarp on the western side that may have been formed by a failure. Material from the failure
appears to have traveled across the valley and been deposited on the eastern
side.

